procure-to-pay
Creating Strategic Supplier Relationships

Reduce procurement costs
Strengthen supplier
relationships
Automate review and
approval cycles
Enforce supplier compliance

As companies forge more strategic relationships with their suppliers, many are
looking to revamp the procure-to-pay cycles for capital equipment, materials
and contracted services. But most businesses lack the capabilities to manage
the entire process in an integrated way and extend capabilities and information
out to their suppliers. Instead, they rely on manual processes and workarounds
that don’t allow key internal personnel and suppliers to trace transactions and
shipments. Without the ability to share information on purchase orders and
invoices, companies can't enforce supplier compliance with shipping and invoicing
policies. The results are often late payments, strained supplier relationships and
higher costs due to more labor intensive receiving processes.

OneSCM™ Procure-to-Pay
OneSCM Procure-to-Pay is an on-demand solution that improves the efficiency
and profitability of supplier relationships by allowing companies to automate,
monitor and control each step of the process, from requisition through to
payment. It creates a more collaborative environment by extending purchasing
information and capabilities to all the trading partners in a supplier network.
Suppliers log on to a Web portal to review, process and monitor orders and
print the required shipping labels and documentation. Configurable business
rules and a workflow engine simplify the review and approval of requisitions,
orders, shipments and invoices. Companies can manage all equipment, material
and service procurement from a single environment and reduce the likelihood of
unauthorized and non-compliant purchases. Tighter control of supplier shipments
also reduces handling and inventory costs.

Integration, Flexibility, Accountability
OneSCM Procure-to-Pay is delivered via a software as a service (SaaS) model
that simplifies the implementation process and works with the enterprise
applications already in place. Unlike many SaaS solutions, though, it offers
customers the flexibility to adapt their workflows and business rules governing
their processes, as their business needs evolve. As a Web-based solution,
OneSCM simplifies the onboarding of existing suppliers and the addition of new
suppliers to the network. The resulting visibility of supplier activity allows closer
tracking of performance along key measures to eliminate bottlenecks. Timely
payment of suppliers also helps companies forge stronger supplier partnerships,
improve negotiating leverage and qualify for early payment discounts.

Solution

Benefit

Consolidate procurement activity 	Combines equipment, material and service procurement activities for increased
visibility of spending across the enterprise.
Simplify supplier communication 	Extends order processing and labeling capabilities to suppliers via a Web-based
portal.
Link each shipment to purchase
orders

Creates a comprehensive audit trail by tying each supplier shipment to a specific
purchase order or purchase order line item.

Enforce supplier compliance 	Mandates supplier compliance with procurement and shipping policy by preventing
non-compliant orders from shipping.
Streamline receiving activity 	Provides receiving personnel with the information they need for quick processing
of receipts.
Automate review and approval
cycles

Features a rules engine and custom workflow to route items for review
and approval.

Minimize IT support overhead 	Reduces administrative costs through a SaaS model that provides advanced
capabilities while adapting to the systems and processes already in place.
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TAKE Supply Chain’s
Proven Experience
OneSCM is brought to you by
TAKE Supply Chain. Since 1994,

Create, review
and approve
requisitions
for goods and
services from
internal users

Confirm and/or
release electronic
purchase orders
to suppliers

Control and
track material
shipments from
suppliers

Track key
performance
criteria

Select supplier

Receive
electronic P.O.
responses and
change requests

Track packages
comprising
shipments

Publish
remittance details

Send RFQs
for items not
covered under
master purchase
agreement

Send electronic
P.O.s to suppliers

Receive goods
and/or services,
inspect

Approve payment
for matched
invoices, resolve
unmatched
invoices

Review quotes
received from
suppliers

Create purchase
order

Receive
electronic
invoices from
suppliers

Automatically
match invoices
with orders and
receipts

TAKE Supply Chain has assisted
more than 320 clients in automating
and controlling process execution
within their extended supply
networks. TAKE Supply Chain
extends corporate policies and
procedures through the corporation
and its supply chain using industry
best practices for distribution and
fulfillment, supplier relationship
management, trading partner
integration and reverse logistics,
mobile data collection and barcode
label management that complement
the existing ERP infrastructure.
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